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Lecture Pre-requisites:

   A. Fermion fields: “f, ψ” (spin-1/2, e-, quarks…)	
   B. Vector fields: “Aµ, Vµ” (spin-1, photon, W,Z…)	
   C. Scalar fields: “π, ϕ, H” (pions, Higgs …)	
   D. Lagrangian formulation; Perturbation Theo.	
   E. Feynman rules, Feynman diagrams	
   F.  Field-theoretic calculations: 	
         Amplitudes, cross sections, loops & 	
         renormalization, running couplings	

        I: ABC of Quantum Field Theory:	
             Ref. “An Introduction to QFT”	
              by M. Peskin & D. Schroeder	
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II: ABC of Particle Physics:	
Ref.1 “Introduction to Elementary Particles ”	
            by D. Griffiths (中�本 by Prof.王青)	
Ref.2: “Quarks & Leptons”	
            by F. Halzen & A. Martin	

   A. Hadrons (p+, n0, π0,±, K0,±… )	
   B. Quarks (constituents for hadrons) 	
   C. Leptons (e, µ, τ, ν’s …still elementary)	

Get prepared! Try the “Homework”!	



long range	
~(GN m1m2)/r2	

à GR	

long range	
~(α e1e2)/r2	

àE&M	

The Nature of Forces:

short range ~ e-mr/r2 	

In these lectures, I will bring you to the foremost stage 
of our understanding of Nature, beyond the above.	
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Standard Model of Particle Physics:	



Announcement �
on the 4th of July, 2012:�

A neutral boson decay to two photons

Phys. Lett. B716, 30 (2012)	Phys. Lett. B716, 1 (2012)	

The combined signal significance:	
ATLAS: 5.9σ 	 CMS: 5.0σ 	

At λ ≈ 10-8 nm.	
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François Englert and Peter W. Higgs	
"for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to 
our understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, 
and which recently was confirmed through the discovery of the 

predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS 
experiments at CERN's Large Hadron Collider"	
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The Higgs mechanism  (1964)	

The Standard Model (1960-1967, 1972)	

B.W.Lee	

Goldstone	
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Nuclear Physics B106 (1976) 292-340 
0 North-Holland Publishing Company 

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL PROFILE OF THE HIGGS BOSON 

John ELLIS, Mary K. GAILLARD * and D.V. NANOPOULOS ** 
CERN, Geneva 

Received 7 November 1975 

A discussion is given of the production, decay and observability of the scalar Higgs 
boson H expected in gauge theories of the weak and electromagnetic interactions such as 
the Weinberg-Salam model. After reviewing previous experimental limits on the mass of 
the Higgs boson, we give a speculative cosmological argument for a small mass. If its mass 
is similar to that of the pion, the Higgs boson may be visible in the reactions n-p + Hn or 
yp --t Hp near threshold. If its mass is < 300 MeV, the Higgs boson may be present in the 
decays of kaons with a branching ratio 0(10-T), or in the decays of one of the new par- 
ticles: 3.7 + 3.1 + H with a branching ratio 0(10e4). If its mass is <4 GeV, the Higgs 
boson may be visible in the reaction pp --f H + X, H --f n+p-. If the Higgs boson has a mass 
<2m , the decays H -+ e+e- and H + y-r dominate, and the lifetime is 0(6 X 10m4 to 
2 X ib-12) seconds. As thresholds for heavier particles (pions, strange particles, new par- 
ticles) are crossed, decays into them become dominant, and the lifetime decreases rapidly 
to O(lO-*o) set for a Higgs boson of mass 10 CeV. Decay branching ratios in principle 
enable the quark masses to be determined. 

1. Introduction 

Many people now believe that weak and electromagnetic interactions may be de- 
scribed by a unified, renormalizable, spontaneously broken gauge theory [l]. This 
view has not been discouraged by the advent of neutral currents, or the existence of 
the new narrow resonances [2]. These latter may well be a manifestation of some 
form of “charm”, a new hadronic degree of freedom [3] favoured by constructors 
of weak and electromagnetic interaction models. A comprehensive discussion of the 
phenomenology of conventional charm has been given by Gaillard, Lee and Rosner [4] 
At the time of writing, the discovery of charm has not been confirmed, but gauge 
theorists are not yet discouraged. 

Other particles have been suggested by gauge theorists, including heavy leptons [5], 
Higgs bosons [6] and intermediate vector bosons. Experimental searches for heavy 
leptons M+ coupled to muon neutrinos have ruled out [7] masses below 8 GeV. From 
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The “EHLQ” (80’s)	

50 years theory work!	Higgs Phenomenology (70’s)	
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25 year’s work by thousands experimenters	

ALEPH@LEP	

CDF@Tevatron	

ATLAS	

CMS	

We made it !	



All indications point to a SM-like Higgs boson  
“elementary” at a scale Λ < O(1 TeV) 	
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ATLAS and CMS
LHC Run 1 Preliminary

Observed
SM Higgs boson

•  Mass accuracy 0.2%: 125.09±0.21±0.11 GeV	
•  5σ for both fermion coupling h à ττ  	
•  & bosonic coupling WWàh	
•  Couplings proportional to mass	

LHC Update 2016:
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SM re-discovered 
at LHC	

The Higgs is Back @ 13 TeV!! 

Luminosity of 2015 not yet sufficient to reach run-1 sensitivity 

44 

Higgs to be re-discovered	

Look forward to the	
LHC Run 2 Results!	
(see Profs. Mellado,	
Liang, Whiteson,	

Zhuang …)	



What We Know

  - it’s neutral, a boson	
  - can be spin-0	
  - cannot be spin-1 (Landau-Yang’s theorem)	

-  Vacuum Q#: EWSB	

fs

⇤
HAµ⌫Aµ⌫

fT

⇤
Tµµ0 g⌫⌫0Aµ⌫Aµ0⌫0

1.  X à γγ :	

2.  X à ZZ, W+W- :	

fA

⇤
A Ṽ µ⌫ Vµ⌫

(v + H)2 g2V µVµ
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-  CP-odd part of gauge 
interaction must be small	

  - can be spin-2 	
    unlikely/disfavored	



3.  X not to µ+µ-, e+e-, but τ+τ- seen!	
  - Non-universal leptonic couplings 	
    unlike the gauge couplings	

4.  Xtt needed for gluon fusion 	
     X à bb seen (vaguely)	
  - Non-universal quark couplings	

It couples to mass, it is a new class.	
It IS a Higgs!	

(1 + H/v) mf  ̄f f

−	
−	

14	
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Completion of the SM:	
A perturbative, renormalizable 
theory, valid up to a scale          	

            TeV ? …, MPl ?	
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These Lectures: �
The Standard Model 

Not from here!	

Will take a historical,	
phenomenological approach:	

温故知新	
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Outline	

   Lecture I: The Making of the SM	
	
   A. Deep Root in E&M à QED	
   B. The Strong Nuclear Force à QCD	
   C. The Weak Nuclear Force	
   D. Electro-Weak Unificationà The SM	
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 Lecture II: Story of Mass-generation	
	
   A. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking	
   B. The Nambu-Goldstone Theorem	
   C. The Higgs Mechanism	
   D. The Higgs Boson Interactions	
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A.  What Does THIS Higgs Tell us?	
B.  SM Higgs Sector at Higher Energies	
       & the Need for New Physics   	
	
Advanced Topics:      	
C.  Higgs Boson Decays	
D. Higgs Physics at the LHC Colliders	
E.  Higgs Physics at an e+e- Collider	

Lecture III: 	
Supplemental materials: Higgs Physics	
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   Lecture I: The Making of the SM	
   A. Deep Root in QED	
   B. The Strong Nuclear Force à QCD     ß  till here 90 min!   	
   C. The Weak Nuclear Force	
   D. Electro-Weak Unification: the SM	

 Lecture II: Story of Mass-generation	
   A. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking	
   B. The Nambu-Goldstone Theorem   ß + 90 min	
   C. The Higgs Mechanism	
   D. The Higgs Boson Interactions	
 Lecture III: 	
A. What Does THIS Higgs Tell us?	
B.  SM Higgs Sector at Higher Energies	
       & the Need for New Physics      ß + 120 min	
Skipe below …   	
C.  Higgs Boson Decays	
D. Higgs Physics at the LHC Colliders	
E.  Higgs Physics at an e+e- Collider	
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Maxwell Equations   ➔ 	
Lorentz invariance, U(1) Gauge Invariance 	

Lect I. The Making of the SM	
     A. Deep Root in QED	

Electromagnetic fields can be treated by E(x,t), B(x,t) 	
the introduction of co-variant vector potential Aµ(x,t)	
makes the symmetries manifest (but redundant)  	

1). Lorentz/Local Gauge invariance manifest.	
2). Classically, geometrical interpretation: fiber bundles...	
3). Quantum-mechanically, wave function for the EM field.	
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Dirac’s relativistic theory:  	
Lorentz/Local gauge invariant ➔ antiparticle e+ 	

Quantum Electro-Dynamics: QED	
Feynman/Schwinger/Tomonaga ➔ Renormalization	

current 	

current 	

EM field 	
Quantum 	

corrections	

QED becomes the most 
accurate theory in science!	

a
e

(Schwinger) ⇡ ↵

2⇡
⇡ 0.0011614

atheo

e

= 0.001159652181643(763)
aexp

e

= 0.00115965218073(28)

thus

Ai Aj

q →
=

i

q20 − q2 + i0
×
!
δij −

qiqj

q2

"
while A0 A0

q →
=

i

q2
.

(7)

A Lorentz-invariant gauge condition ∂µAµ(x) ≡ 0 — called the Landau gauge — leads to

tµ = qµ/(2q2) and hence Lorentz-symmetric photon propagator

Aµ Aν

q →
=

−i
q2 + i0

×
!
gµν −

qµqν

q2 + i0

"
. (8)

There are many other gauges with different tµ(q), but fortunately, when the photon is coupled

to conserved electric currents, the qµtν + tµqν terms in the propagator’s numerator become

irrelevant because on each side of the propagator

qµJ
(1)
µ (q) = qν×J (2)

ν (q) = 0 =⇒ J
(1)
µ (q)×Cµν(q)×J (2)

µ (q) = J
(1)
µ (q)×

#
−gµν

$
×J (2)

ν (q).

(9)

To be precise, the gauge-dependent terms qµtν + tµqν may contribute to some individual

Feynman diagrams, but once we some over all diagrams contributing to the same physical

QED amplitude, the gauge-dependence always cancels out. But to make sure this works, we

must use the same gauge for all the propagators in all the contributing diagrams.

In this class we shall use the Feynman gauge where tν ≡ 0 and the propagator is simply

Aµ Aν

q →
=
−igµν

q2 + i0
. (10)

Defining the Feynman gauge in terms of restrictions on the Aµ(x) fields is rather complicated,

so I’ll postpone this issue until second half of the Spring semester; all we need for now is the

photon propagator (10).

The vertices of Feynman diagrams follow from the interaction terms in the Lagrangian

that involve 3 or more fields. The QED Lagrangian has only one interaction term eAµ ×

ΨγµΨ, so there is only one vertex type, namely

µ

α

β

= (+ieγµ)βα . (11)

This vertex has valence = 3, and the 3 lines it connects must be of specific types: one wavy

(photonic) line, one solid line with incoming arrow, and one solid line with outgoing arrow.

2
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Warmup Exercise 1: 	
	
For charge scalar field φ±, construct the locally 
U(1)em gauge invariant Lagranian and derive the 
Feynman rules for its EM interactions.	
	
Sketch a calculation for the differential and total 
cross section for the process:	
                         e+ e- à φ+ φ-	
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The key effect of renormalization:	
Running of coupling with energies	

↵(Q2) =
↵(Q2

0)

1� ↵(Q2
0)

3⇡ ln(Q2/Q2
0)

�(e) =
e3

12⇡2

↵QED(keV ) = 1/137
↵QED(MZ) = 1/128

The Landau pole:	
It blows up at high energies! Must be 
modified at UV.	



•  At low energies à Maxwell’s theory; vector-like 
coupling by a Uem(1) gauge symmetry	

QED:  Most Successful in Theory & Practice!	

↵(Q2) =
↵(Q2

0)

1� ↵(Q2
0)

3⇡ ln(Q2/Q2
0)

L = �1
4
Fµ⌫Fµ⌫ +  ̄(i�µDµ �me) 

Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫ � @⌫Aµ, Dµ = @µ + ieAµ

•  At high energies à Quantum-mechanical, renormalizable, 
most accurate (in science!): a part of trillion 	

atheo

e

= 0.001159652181643(763)
aexp

e

= 0.00115965218073(28)

•  QED becomes strongly interacting 
asymptotically (screening effects):	

At ultra-violet (UV) à theory is invalid: the “Landau pole”.	

Fine structure	
constant:	
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  B. There Is a strong force!  
Ever since Rutherford established the atomic nuclear model 
à a new force to bound p+ to a nucleus. 	
The discovery neutron (1932) à a charge-independent force:	
Heisenberg à (p+, n0) “iso-spin” doublet	
Yukawa (1935) à a universal attractive force via pions	

Discoveries & theory hand by hand!	
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Numerous “hadrons’’ discovered (50’s): 
Mesons:  π, η, ρ, ω … Baryons: p, n, Δ, Λ, Σ … 
How to understand/describe them? 
à Hadronic string theory developed.  

  What IS the strong force?  

•  Gell-Mann – Zweig’s “quarks” (1963) 
•  π à ϒϒ  3 colors (1964) 
•  Proton structure by DIS (1969) 
•  2 or 3-jet structure (q: 1975, g: 1979) 

SU(3)C gauge theory  
established (1973) 

perturbation theory, we must thus check that we can go to the zero-mass limit. Once we can
identify a quantity with a finite zero-mass limit, and have traded zero mass back for high energy,
we have a situation that is perfect for QCD. We will be able to use (12) to pick the coupling
at the scale of the energy, and asymptotic freedom will ensure that as the energy scale grows,
the relevant coupling will decrease. Perturbative predictions will then improve with increasing
energy.

The classic analyses of Kinoshita and of Lee and Nauenberg [24] showed that total transition
rates remain finite in fully massless theories because the zero-mass limit does not violate unitarity
in perturbation theory. Infrared safe cross sections are generalizations of this analysis to less
inclusive observables. For QED, this can be done with an energy resolution; for QCD in the
zero-mass limit, this is not sufficient. For e+e− annihilation, however, we can identify infrared
safe quantities by introducing an additional resolution. The motivation is completely analogous to
the QED case. In the limit of zero quark mass, a quark of momentum p, p2 = 0 can emit an gluon
of momentum xp, 0 < x < 1, (xp)2 = 0 and remain on-shell, since the remaining momentum
(1 − x)p is still lightlike with positive energy. The resulting quark and gluon, however, are
exactly collinear in direction, and it is by no means clear how to resolve them, especially since
the emission, or its inverse, can take place at any time, even within a hypothetical detector. The
same would be true for a massless electron and collinear photon.

If we draw an analogy to the energy resolution of QED, we are naturally led to seek observables
with angular as well as energy resolutions for high energy QCD (or massless QED), as represented
in Fig. 7, where the cones show an angular range into which large energy flows, while the small
ball in the remaining directions represents an energy resolution. Without going into detail yet,

δ

εQ

Figure 7: Cone jets for e+e− annihilation.

such cross sections are infrared safe, and depend only on the overall energy Q, the angular
resolution δ, and the energy resolution ϵQ, with ϵ a small but finite number. Because they are
physical quantities, the perturbative expansions for the corresponding cross sections satisfy Eq.
(12), and we can write

σjet (Q/µ, δ, ϵ, αs(µ)) = σjet (1, δ, ϵ, αs(Q))

13
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Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) 
H. Fritzsch, M. Gell-Mann, H. Leutwyler (1973) 	

Direct analogue of QED	

ß Non-Abelian	

     QED analogue: 	
•  Similar gauge principles;	
•  Tempting for perturbative renormalization calculations 	

     Non-Abelian gauge theory: Yang-Mills 	
•  Self gauge interactions among 8 gluons;	
•  Coupling rather strong, may invalidate perturbation theory 	

L =
nfX

f

q̄f (i�µ
@µ � gs�

µ
Aµ + mf )qf �

1
2
TrF 2

µ⌫

Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫ � @µA⌫ + igs[Aµ, A⌫ ]

A

µ(x) =
8X

1

A(x)µ
a T

a
, [T a

, T

b] = ifabcT
c
.
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T. Han 

Interaction strength changes fast with energy/distance scale: 

D. Gross, F. Wilczek, D. Politzer (2004) 

Remarkable Features: 
IR confinement & UV asymptotic freedom 

↵s(Q2) =
↵s(Q2

0)

1 + (33�2nf )↵s(Q2
0)

12⇡ ln(Q2/Q2
0)

QCD αs(Mz) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006

Z pole fit  

0.1

0.2

0.3

αs (Q)

1 10 100Q [GeV]

Heavy Quarkonia (NLO)
e+e�   jets & shapes (res. NNLO)

DIS jets (NLO)

Sept. 2013

Lattice QCD (NNLO)

(N3LO)

τ decays (N3LO)

1000

pp �> jets (NLO)(�)
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Photons 

    vs.  
gluons 

QED: V ( r ) = - αem/r 

QCD: V ( r ) = - αs/r + k r 

30 

QED versus QCD 
Electromagnetism vs. Strong force 

In long distances, we see 
charged particles, but 	
not colored particles! 	
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QCD at Low Energies: Quark condensation	
           Consider the two-flavor massless QCD	

Below ΛQCD, QCD becomes strongly interacting 
and forms condensate: 	

Chiral symmetry is broken to iso-spin.	

QCD exhibits a L-R chiral symmetry.	
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The Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking	
“ The Lagrangian of the system may display an symmetry, 
but the ground state does not respect the same symmetry.” 	
 

Known Example: Ferromagnetism	
	
Above a critical temperature, the system is 	
symmetric, magnetic dipoles randomly oriented.	
Below a critical temperature, the ground state 	
is a completely ordered configuration in which 	
all dipoles are ordered in some arbitrary direction,	
                                     SO(3) à SO(2)	

The concept of SSB: profound, common.	
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Y. Nambu was the first one to have formulated	
the spontaneous symmetry breaking in a relativistic	
quantum field theory (1960).	
	
He is the one to propose the understanding of the	
nucleon mass by dynamical chiral symmetry 
breaking: The Nambu-Jona-Lasinio Model.	

2008 Nobel Prize in physics: "for the discovery of the 
 mechanism of spontaneous broken symmetry in  
 subatomic  physics" 

 Be aware of the difference between the dynamical mass  
for baryons (you and me) and that of elementary particles 
by the Higgs mechanism.  	
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Except the photon, no massless boson 	
(a long-range force carrier) has been seen 	
in particle physics! 	

The pions are NOT massless, due to explicit 
symmetry breaking. They are “Pseudo-Nambu-
Goldstone bosons”.	

“Pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Bosons”	
When a continuous symmetry is broken both explicitly AND 
spontaneously, and if the effect of the explicit breaking is much 
smaller than the SSB, then the Goldstone are massive, governed 
by the explicit breaking, thus called:	
“Pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons”.	
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From quark constituents to hadrons: 
(From PDG, based on lattice QCD) 

 Majority of the (luminous) mass around us is of dynamical origin, 
               from strong interactions (u, d quarks + gluons). 
                   It is not from the Higgs mechanism!. 

Most Mass due to QCD: 
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Interaction strength changes fast 
with energy/distance scale: 

QCD at High Energies 

↵s(Q2) =
↵s(Q2

0)

1 + (33�2nf )↵s(Q2
0)

12⇡ ln(Q2/Q2
0)

QCD αs(Mz) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006

Z pole fit  

0.1

0.2

0.3

αs (Q)

1 10 100Q [GeV]

Heavy Quarkonia (NLO)
e+e�   jets & shapes (res. NNLO)

DIS jets (NLO)

Sept. 2013

Lattice QCD (NNLO)

(N3LO)

τ decays (N3LO)

1000

pp �> jets (NLO)(�)

At high energies, E >> ΛQCD , 
QCD is weakly interacting!	
“Asymptotic freedom”	

•  Perturbative à prediction for high energy experiments 
(ee, ep, pp etc. LHC …) 

•  Think about higher energy physics at MGUT, MPL 
•  Early universe cosmology at high T. 
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 J. Collins, D. Soper, G. Sterman (1985) 
QCD Factorization Theorem: 

(B). Parton Distribution Functions (PDF)
• Factorization theorem:

In high energy collisions involving a hadron, the total cross sections

can be factorized into two factors:

(1). hard subprocess of parton scattering with a large scale µ2 ≫ Λ2
QCD;

(2). “parton distribution functions” (hadronic structure with Q2 < µ2. )

Observable cross sections at hadron level:

σpp(S) =

!

dx1dx2P1(x1, Q
2)P2(x2, Q

2) σ̂parton(s).

† σ̂parton(s) is theoretically calculated by perturbation theory

(in the SM or models beyond the SM).

Ultra violet (UV) divergence (beyond leading order) is renormalized;

Infra-red (IR) divergence is cancelled by soft gluon emissions;

Co-linear divergence (massless) is factorized into PDF

− The essence of “factorization theorem”.



40	  CTEQ, MRS (Durham), NLOPDF etc.  

PDF’s: q(x, Q2), g(x, Q2), …  
Typical quark/gluon parton distribution functions:

(CTEQ-5)

Better understanding of the SM cross section, in particular in QCD

are crucial for observing new physics as deviations from the SM.

Quarks carry ½ momentum; gluons carry the other ½!	
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C. The Weak Nuclear Force	
beta decay n à p+ e- ν ➔ Charged current interaction: W±	

   ν N à ν N ➔ Neutral current interaction	
                           via:Z0 (1973)	

•  Beyond E&M, Fermi was inspired by the 
current-current interactions to construct the 
weak interaction (1934).	

•  parity violation  ➔  V-A interactions (1957).	

The fact  GF = (300 GeV)-2  implies that:	
1. A new mass scale to show up at O(100 GeV).	
2. Partial-wave Unitarity requires new physics below	
                          E < 300 GeV	
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The local gauge symmetry prevents gauge bosons masses!	

The Weak force: Quark & Lepton Flavor Transitions	
Beta decay n à p+ e- ν ➔ Charged current interaction: W±	

Lweak = �GFp
2

Jµ
(p+n)Jµ(e�⌫)

force range ⇠
p

GF ⇠M�1
W ⇠ 10

�18
m

However,	

Pauli’s rejection to the Yang-Mills theory.	

Inspired by EM current-current interactions,	
Fermi proposed (1934)	
	

Weak interaction based on SU(2)L x U(1):	
−

g

2
√

2

!

i

Ψi γµ (1 − γ5)(T+ W+
µ + T− W−

µ ) Ψi

− e
!

i

qi ψi γµ ψi Aµ

−
g

2 cos θW

!

i

ψi γµ(gi
V − gi

Aγ5) ψi Zµ .

December 24, 2008 11:29 WSPC - Proceedings Trim Size: 9in x 6in tasi08˙pgl

3

or large distances it becomes strongly coupled (infrared slavery),8 presum-
ably leading to the confinement of quarks and gluons. QCD incorporates
the observed global symmetries of the strong interactions, especially the
spontaneously broken global SU(3)⇥ SU(3) (see, e.g., 9).

0.1 0.12 0.14

Average

Hadronic Jets

Polarized DIS

Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)

τ decays

Z width

Fragmentation

Spectroscopy (Lattice)

ep event shapes

Photo-production

Υ decay

e+e- rates

αs(MZ)
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

1 10 10
2

µ GeV

α s
(µ

)

Fig. 2. Running of the QCD coupling ↵s(µ) = gs(µ)2/4⇡. Left: various experimental
determinations extrapolated to µ = MZ using QCD. Right: experimental values plotted
at the µ at which they are measured. The band is the best fit QCD prediction. Plot
courtesy of the Particle Data Group,5 http://pdg.lbl.gov/.

1.2. The Electroweak Theory

The electroweak theory10–12 is based on the SU(2)⇥ U(1) Lagrangianb

LSU(2)⇥U(1)

= Lgauge + L� + Lf + LY uk. (5)

The gauge part is

Lgauge = �1
4
W i

µ⌫Wµ⌫i � 1
4
Bµ⌫Bµ⌫ , (6)

where W i
µ, i = 1, 2, 3 and Bµ are respectively the SU(2) and U(1) gauge

fields, with field strength tensors

Bµ⌫ = @µB⌫ � @⌫Bµ

W i
µ⌫ = @µW i

⌫ � @⌫W i
µ � g✏ijkW j

µW k
⌫ , (7)

bFor a recent discussion, see the electroweak review in 5.

(Glashow, ‘63)	
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Exercise: 	
Assume that the ν e à ν e scattering amplitude to be	
                             M = GF Ecm2 	
estimate the unitarity bound on the c.m. energy.	
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D. The Idea of Unification:	
Within a frame work of relativistic, 

quantum, gauge field theory	

44	
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The birth of the Standard Model:	

45	
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The EW Unification I: 	
Particle representation	

SU(3)c 	

SU(2)L 	

U(1)Y 	

triplet	

doublet	

singlet	

(1979 Nobel)	
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The EW Unification II:	
The Interactions	
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or large distances it becomes strongly coupled (infrared slavery),8 presum-
ably leading to the confinement of quarks and gluons. QCD incorporates
the observed global symmetries of the strong interactions, especially the
spontaneously broken global SU(3)⇥ SU(3) (see, e.g., 9).
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Fig. 2. Running of the QCD coupling ↵s(µ) = gs(µ)2/4⇡. Left: various experimental
determinations extrapolated to µ = MZ using QCD. Right: experimental values plotted
at the µ at which they are measured. The band is the best fit QCD prediction. Plot
courtesy of the Particle Data Group,5 http://pdg.lbl.gov/.

1.2. The Electroweak Theory

The electroweak theory10–12 is based on the SU(2)⇥ U(1) Lagrangianb

LSU(2)⇥U(1)

= Lgauge + L� + Lf + LY uk. (5)

The gauge part is

Lgauge = �1
4
W i

µ⌫Wµ⌫i � 1
4
Bµ⌫Bµ⌫ , (6)

where W i
µ, i = 1, 2, 3 and Bµ are respectively the SU(2) and U(1) gauge

fields, with field strength tensors

Bµ⌫ = @µB⌫ � @⌫Bµ

W i
µ⌫ = @µW i

⌫ � @⌫W i
µ � g✏ijkW j

µW k
⌫ , (7)

bFor a recent discussion, see the electroweak review in 5.
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1.2. The Electroweak Theory

The electroweak theory10–12 is based on the SU(2)⇥ U(1) Lagrangianb

LSU(2)⇥U(1)

= Lgauge + L� + Lf + LY uk. (5)

The gauge part is

Lgauge = �1
4
W i

µ⌫Wµ⌫i � 1
4
Bµ⌫Bµ⌫ , (6)

where W i
µ, i = 1, 2, 3 and Bµ are respectively the SU(2) and U(1) gauge

fields, with field strength tensors

Bµ⌫ = @µB⌫ � @⌫Bµ

W i
µ⌫ = @µW i

⌫ � @⌫W i
µ � g✏ijkW j

µW k
⌫ , (7)

bFor a recent discussion, see the electroweak review in 5.

SU(2)L : Non-Abelian gauge theory, asymptotically free	
U(1)Y : Non-asymptotically free à Landau pole!	
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The EW couplings 
merging:	

“Weak force” NOT Weak!	

48	

The EW scale is fully open up:	

Gauge symmetry (group-theory structure) tested in e+e− → W+W−

e– e+

W+W–

ν

e– e+

W+W–

γ

e– e+

W– W+

Z each grows unacceptably . . .

but the sum

is well-behaved

. . . and describes Nature!

New physics on TeV scale 0

10

20

30

160 180 200

Ecm (GeV)

σ
W

W
 (

pb
)

 

LEP

νν
ν+γ

ν+γ+Ζ

e+e- à W+W-	
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Quantity Value Standard Model Pull Dev.

MZ [GeV] 91.1876 ± 0.0021 91.1874 ± 0.0021 0.1 0.0
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4961 ± 0.0010 −0.4 −0.2
Γ(had) [GeV] 1.7444 ± 0.0020 1.7426 ± 0.0010 — —
Γ(inv) [MeV] 499.0 ± 1.5 501.69± 0.06 — —
Γ(ℓ+ℓ−) [MeV] 83.984 ± 0.086 84.005 ± 0.015 — —
σhad[nb] 41.541 ± 0.037 41.477 ± 0.009 1.7 1.7
Re 20.804 ± 0.050 20.744 ± 0.011 1.2 1.3
Rµ 20.785 ± 0.033 20.744 ± 0.011 1.2 1.3
Rτ 20.764 ± 0.045 20.789 ± 0.011 −0.6 −0.5
Rb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21576 ± 0.00004 0.8 0.8
Rc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.17227 ± 0.00004 −0.1 −0.1

A
(0,e)
FB 0.0145 ± 0.0025 0.01633 ± 0.00021 −0.7 −0.7

A
(0,µ)
FB 0.0169 ± 0.0013 0.4 0.6

A
(0,τ)
FB 0.0188 ± 0.0017 1.5 1.6

A
(0,b)
FB 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1034 ± 0.0007 −2.6 −2.3

A
(0,c)
FB 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0739 ± 0.0005 −0.9 −0.8

A
(0,s)
FB 0.0976 ± 0.0114 0.1035 ± 0.0007 −0.5 −0.5

s̄2
ℓ (A

(0,q)
FB ) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.23146 ± 0.00012 0.8 0.7

0.23200 ± 0.00076 0.7 0.6
0.2287 ± 0.0032 −0.9 −0.9

Ae 0.15138 ± 0.00216 0.1475 ± 0.0010 1.8 2.1
0.1544 ± 0.0060 1.1 1.3
0.1498 ± 0.0049 0.5 0.6

Aµ 0.142 ± 0.015 −0.4 −0.3
Aτ 0.136 ± 0.015 −0.8 −0.7

0.1439 ± 0.0043 −0.8 −0.7
Ab 0.923 ± 0.020 0.9348 ± 0.0001 −0.6 −0.6
Ac 0.670 ± 0.027 0.6680 ± 0.0004 0.1 0.1
As 0.895 ± 0.091 0.9357 ± 0.0001 −0.4 − 0.4

aexp

µ

= (1165920.80± 0.63)⇥ 10�9

aSM

µ

= (1165918.41± 0.48)⇥ 10�9

Only: 3σ discrepancy!	

Gauge coupling	
universality	

 (nearly) perfect 
agreement	

between SM theory & 
expts!	

Some tension!	
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 Lecture II: Story of Mass-generation	
	
   A. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking	
   B. The Nambu-Goldstone Theorem	
   C. The Higgs Mechanism	
   D. The Higgs Boson Interactions	
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A Problem! Pauli’s Criticism:	

An Anecdote by Yang: SU(2) gauge symmetry	

The local gauge symmetry prevents gauge bosons masses!	
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Fermion masses also forbidden by gauge symmetry! 	

Even worse: 	
``The Left- and right-chiral electrons carry 
different Weak charges’’ (Lee & Yang)	

Electroweak gauge theory à massless!	
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A. The Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking	
-- Nature May Not be THAT Symmetric:	

                     “The Lagrangian of the system may display 	
                       an symmetry, but the ground state does not 	
                       respect the same symmetry.” 	
 

Exercise 3: 	
Find (or make up) other examples for spontaneous 
symmetry breaking.	
	
Also, think about the relations between the fundamental 
theoretical formalisms (Newton’s Law; Maxwell 
Equations; Einstein Equation; Lagrangians...) and 
specific states for a given system (initial and boundary 
conditions of a system).	
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“If a continuous symmetry of the system is spontaneously 
broken, then there will appear a massless degree of 
freedom, called the Nambu-Goldstone boson.”	

Symmetry: [Q, H] = QH - HQ = 0	

Vacuum state:  H |0> = Emin |0>	 But:  Q |0> ≠ 0 = |0’>	

 (QH - HQ)|0> = 0 = (Emin - H)|0’>, 	
  thus: H |0’> = Emin |0’>	

There is a new, non-symmetric state |0’>, 	
that has a degenerate energy with vacuum |0>, 	
thus massless: the Nambu-Goldstone boson.	

B. The Nambu-Goldstone Theorem	
-- A show stopper or helper?	
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An illustrative (Goldstone’s original) Model:	
(a). Background complex scalar field  Φ:	

For µ2 > 0, the vacuum is 	
shifted, and thus spontaneous 	
symmetry breaking.	

Invariant under a U(1) 
global transformation:	
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(b). Field  Φ Re-definition:	

We then see that:	
* the θ field is only derivatively coupled, 	
   and thus decoupled at low energies	
* the θ field respects an inhomogeneous transformation	

Weinberg’s 1st Law of Theoretical Physics+:	
“You can use whatever variables you like. But if you used 
the wrong one, you’d be sorry.”	
Define:	
	
	
(this is like from the rectangular form to the polar form.)	

a phase rotation from the vacuum:	

* the χ(x) is massive radial excitation.	

+ C. Burgges, hep-ph/9812468 	
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Except the photon, no massless boson 	
(a long-range force carrier) has been seen 	
in particle physics! 	

“Nambu-Goldstone Bosons”	

(Recall Pauli’s criticism)	

The Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking:	
Brilliant idea & common phenomena, confronts	

the Nambu-Goldstone theorem!	
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C. The Magic in 1964:	
The “Higgs Mechanism”	

“If a LOCAL gauge symmetry is 
spontaneously broken, then the 	
gauge boson acquires a mass by 
absorbing the Goldstone mode.”	

61	

PRL	

PLB	

PRL	

PRL	
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An illustrative (original) Model:¶	

¶ C. Quigg, Gauge Theories of the Strong ...	
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An illustrative (original) Model:¶	

After the EWSB,	

The gauge field acquires a mass, mixes with the Goldstone boson.      	
        Upon diagonalization:	
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the resultant Lagrangian is then:	

•  By virtue of a gauge choice - the unitary gauge,	
    the ζ-field disappears in the spectrum: a massless	
    photon “swallowed” the massless NG boson!	
                   Degrees of freedom count:	
          Before EWSB:                   After:	
  2 (scalar)+2 (gauge pol.);   1 (scalar)+3 (gauge pol.) 	
•  Two problems provide cure for each other!	
      massless gauge boson + massless NG boson	
➞  massive gauge boson + no NG boson	
          This is truly remarkable!	

the Higgs boson!	
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Known example: Superconductivity	
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As for the name ...	

 1972: Ben Lee (Rochester Conf. at FNAL) named “Higgs 
boson” and the “Higgs mechanism”.§	

§ Peter Higgs: My Life as a Boson.	



mH ≈ 126 GeV 	

It is a weakly coupled, very narrow particle (Γ/m≈10-5) 	
elementary at a scale >1000 GeV!	

v = (
p

2GF )�1/2 ⇡ 246 GeV

Landau-Ginzburg:	
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You are here	

      It’s   like  Landau-Ginzburg	
      It’s NOT Landau-Ginzburg	

In the SM:	

mH ≈ 126 GeV 	

Question 1: The Nature of EWSB ?	

V (|�|) = �µ2�†� + �(�†�)2

) µ2H2 + �vH3 +
�

4
H4

Fully determined at the weak scale:	
v = (

p
2GF )�1/2 ⇡ 246 GeV

m2
H = 2µ2 = 2�v2 ) µ ⇡ 89 GeV, � ⇡ 1

8
.

In the SM:	

24	

It is a weakly coupled new force, 
underwent a 2nd order phase transition.	

Is there anything else?	

You are here	

<|Φ|> =	

Similar parameterization, but 
BCS as the underlying theory!	
A collective mode of TeraHertz 
(10-3 eV) vibration observed!	
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1. The SM Lagrangian:	

The Higgs:	

Pure gauge sector:	

D. Higgs Boson Interactions	
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The Fermions:§	

However, a fermion mass must flip chirality:	
	
and thus not SM gauge invariant L ≠ R !	
Need something like a doublet:	
	
	
that’s the Higgs doublet!	

§ P. Langacker: TASI Lectures 2007.	

Gauge invariant, massless.	
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The gauge invariant Yukawa interactions:	

 After the EWSB,  	

 Need a doublet with a flip Y:  	̃� = i�2�
⇤
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 Higgs Boson Couplings:	

Thus, where ever is mass, there will be H!	
The Low-Energy-theorem:	
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Feynman rules:	
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A.  What Does THIS Higgs Tell us?	
B.  SM Higgs Sector at Higher Energies	
       & the Need for New Physics   	
-------------------------------------      	
C.  Higgs Boson Decays	
D. Higgs Physics at the LHC Colliders	
E.  Higgs Physics at an e+e- Collider	
   

Lecture III: Higgs Physics and Beyond	
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In these Lectures, I wish to convey to you:	
•  This is truly an “LHC Revolution”, 	
    ever since the “November Revolution” 	
    in 1974 for the J/ψ discovery!	

This discovery opens up	
a new era in HEP!	

•  It strongly argues for new physics 	
    beyond the Standard Model:	
         Under the Higgs lamp post.	
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1. The Higgs Mechanism 	
DOES NOT require a Higgs boson!	

A. A Weakly Coupled Light Higgs?	

 The Non-Linear realization:	

 Then leave out the singlet H, the SM gauge symmetry	
 spontaneously broken:	

 (fermion masses can be accommodated similarly)	

“If a LOCAL gauge symmetry is 
spontaneously broken, then the 	
gauge boson acquires a mass by 
absorbing the Goldstone mode.”	
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Higgs boson could be absent, but:	

 Exercise 11: Verify this unitarity bound by an	
  explicit partial wave analysis.	
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2. Natural dynamics prefers a heavier, 
broad Higgs boson!	

In low-energy QCD, a generic dynamical mass is 	
                     m ~ 4 π fπ  ~ 1 GeV:	
  m(f0) ~ 0.4 -1.2 GeV,  Γ ~ 0.6 - 1.0 GeV !	
  m(ρ±,0) ~ 0.77 GeV,  Γ ~ 0.15 GeV.	

Lessons from QCD and other strong dynamical 
models (Technicolor-like, composite, dilaton...) argue 
the dynamical mass to be of the order 	
                               4 π v ≈ 2 TeV! 	
	
And typically strong interacting: Γ(total) ≥ 20%M !	
	
--- except the pseudo Goldstone bosons.	
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 The fact that we do have observed a rather  	
           light, weakly coupled boson:	
           mh = 125-126 GeV,   Γ < 1 GeV,	
is truly revolutionary!	
	
We have just discovered a “fifth (weak) force”:	
           λ ≈ 1/8 !   ß  mH

2/2v2 in the SM	

Hopes for uncovering a deeper theory:	
    - λ determined by other couplings like in SUSY?	
                              where λ = (g1

2 + g2
2)/8	

     - or dynamically generated by a new strong force?	
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B. SM Higgs Sector 	
   at Higher Energies	

Recall the SM Higgs sector:	

Crucial conditions:	

Renormalization Group Equation Evolution at NLO:	
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1. Triviality bound	
How large MH (λ) can be dragged up?	

There is a (famous) Landau Pole! 	
(present in all but non-Abelian gauge theories)	
1. If SM valid to infinite energy, then λ(Q0) = 0, 	
                a non-interacting trivial theory!	
2. Since MH is non-zero, then the theory has a cutoff Λ,	
translate to a MH upper bound:	

For MH = 125 GeV, the cutoff is over MPL.	
M

H
 [
G

e
V

/c
2
]
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 For MH = 125 GeV, 	
  then Λ(mt=175) < 107 GeV.	
(but mt=171 GeV would be fine)	

2. Vacuum stability bound	
For small λ, the Top-Yukawa dominates: 	

Much renewed interest, updates:$ 	

To have a stable vacuum,	

$ G. Degrassi et al., arXiv:1205.6497.	
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3. “Naturalness” argument:	

Particle mass	
hierarchy:	
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  Since all the masses are generated like ~ g v, 	
  the natural scale should be just v.	

  Thus, except MW, MZ, MH, mt ~ g v, 	
  all others are unnatural: (to some extent)	
   mb ~ 5 GeV, me ~ 0.5 MeV, mν < 0.2 eV ...	

  But, they are “technically natural”:	
For a given mass, if the quantum corrections are merely 
logarithmically dependent upon the high energy scale, 
then the mass parameter is said technically natural.  	

  t’Hooft statement for “technical naturalness”:	
If a parameter is turned off (set to 0), the system results in an 
enlarged symmetry, then this parameter must be technically 
natural.  	            me ~ m0e [1 + 3α/4π 1n(Λ/me)]	

If m0e is turned off, the system possesses a chiral symmetry.	
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Dynamical scale generation is natural!	
Recall in QCD: coupling runs logarithmically 	

between vastly separated scales:	

Dynamical scale can be generated by 
“dimensional transmutation”:	

However, this picture 	
(Technicolor and variations)	
doesn’t work (well) in EW:	

* It is strong interaction, not seen in EW physics.	
* Fermion masses/mixing a real killer.	
* No fundamental scalar (at least not a light one).	
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Quantum corrections to the potential or to mH
2	

“… scalar particles are the only kind of free particles 	
whose mass term does not break either an internal 	

or a gauge symmetry.”    -- Ken Wilson, 1970 	

Tree-level SM Higgs potential:	
V (H) = �µ2|�|2 + �|�|4

m2
H = 2µ2 = 2�v2 ) µ ⇡ 89 GeV, � ⇡ 1

8
.

Quantum corrections to yt:	

partner analysis remain valid. We discuss our findings and conclude in Section 5.

2 General Argument: Top Partners, Naturalness, and

the Higgs Couplings

The starting point of our analysis is a single Higgs doublet H with the SM tree-level potential

V (H) = �µ2|H|2 + �|H|4. (1)

This hypothesis is the simplest interpretation of the LHC discovery consistent with all other

experimental data. In particular, there is no evidence in the data of H mixing with other scalar

fields, and the constraints on such mixing are now quite stringent. In the SM, the measurements

of the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev) and mass provide precise values for the parameters

in the potential:

µ = 90 GeV,� = 0.13. (2)

How natural are these parameters? To address this question, we need to consider quantum

corrections to the potential (1). At the one-loop order, these corrections are conveniently given

by the Coleman-Weinberg (CW) formula

VCW(h) =
1

2

X

k

g
k

(�1)Fk

Z
d4`

(2⇡)4
log

�
`2 +m2

k

(h)
�
, (3)

where the sum runs over all particles in the model, and g
k

and F
k

is the multiplicity and fermion

number of each particle, respectively. For example, for a gauge-singlet complex scalar, g = 2 and

F = 0; for a gauge-singlet Dirac fermion, g = 4 and F = 1. Here h/
p
2 is the real part of the

U(1)em-neutral component of H; in the SM vacuum, hhi = 246 GeV. The one-loop correction to

the Higgs mass parameter is given by

�µ2 ⌘ �2VCW

�h2
|
h=0. (4)

In the SM, the largest contribution to the CW potential comes from the top quark, since the top

Yukawa is the strongest coupling of the Higgs:

�µ2 = �3y2
t

8⇡2
⇤2 + . . . , (5)

where ⇤ is the scale at which all loop integrals in VCW are cut o↵. Since we expect ⇤ � MEW, the

quantum correction to µ from the top loop is unreasonably large, and would require fine-tuning

if no new physics is present. If the theory is weakly coupled at the TeV scale, the only way to

2

It is  “un-natural”: quadratic (not log) correction!	
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The “naturalness” problem?	

           Cancelation in perspective:	
mH

2 =   36,127,890,984,789,307,394,520,932,878,928,933,023 	
           −36,127,890,984,789,307,394,520,932,878,928,917,398 	

        = (125 GeV)2 ! ?	
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Amazing !	
Unnatural: Fine-tuned to   	

     0.05 mm/0.5 cm ~ 10-2	
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                A light Higgs is unnatural	
	
“Naturalness” argument strongly indicates the 
existence of TeV scale new physics:	

Requiring less 90% cancellation à Λt < 3 TeV 	

If you give up this belief, you are subscribing 
the “anthropic principle”.	
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A light Higgs implies new physics near 1 TeV!	
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Or	
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Summary: 	

•  The revolutionary discovery of the Higgs boson 
verified the idea of spontaneous EW symmetry 
breaking & the Higgs mechanism.	

•  The Standard Model based on the gauge structure	
                     SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(1)Y  	
     describe our microscopic world very well: 0.1% or    	
     better up to a scale O(1 TeV)!	
    And could be valid all the way to MPL .	

We are a lucky generation to 
participate in the exciting journey!	

•  The “Naturalness” argument indicates the need for 
new physics at the O(1 TeV): Go LHC & beyond!	


